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Margaret Bloom's book introduces us to over 60 peg doll characters to keep hands busy. This

series of delightful craft projects will inspire all the family to make and play creatively.
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"This is a great book to enjoy with the kids, as a parent or teacher, but even if you don't have

children, let yourself reconnect with your inner child and fall in love with this magical world of tiny

wooden characters. I don't have any children, but I confess, I'm completely enchanted by these

sweet little dolls, and at some point I'm going to cave in to the need to create my own little Gnome,

or Bear, or Bunny, or Dragon, or Owl, or maybe even a Cat!" -- Dawn Bevins, UK Handmade --This

text refers to the Hardcover edition.

Peg dolls are small, enchanting, and easy to make. They are a perfect craft for children and can

become the inspiration for endless play and storytelling. Margaret Bloom invites you to enter the tiny

magical world of peg dolls... Coming from the Waldorf handcraft tradition, these irresistible dolls

encourage creative play and promote the emotional and imaginative development of young children.

Peg dolls can be made from natural materials to reflect the seasonal cycle, favourite fairytales and

festivals from around the world. Inside this book you will find patterns for creating bluebirds &

butterflies, flowers & fairytale figures, gnomes, winter angels and more: Easy to follow, step-by-step

instructions for children and crafters of all levels and experienceBeautiful colour illustrations and



photosA range of over 60 designs and patterns for peg dollsIdeas for peg dolls as gifts and toys, for

seasonal nature tables or fairsAn inspiring section on storytelling with peg dolls --This text refers to

the Hardcover edition.

Beautiful photography and cute ideas. I was looking for something more to give me ideas on

different ways to do hair or faces or different painting techniques, where as this is really more for if

you want to dress them up and make accessories. Great ideas, just not quite what I was looking for.

Yep....I got this book for myself...an adult. For no other reason then I love dolls. The selection is

grand and the Halloween trick-or-treaters and the Christmas projects (angels, nativity, and Father

Winter) are worth the price of the book. I wish there was a look inside feature because it would be of

great value, I'm sure. The book is well made, too. Lovely, just lovely. I do agree with the person who

noted that in the nativity set there are wool felt animals shown but no patterns for them. I wish those

would've been included instead of a couple really simple dolls, but there must've been reasons.

Another really good thing is that all different sizes of pegs are used. I think that's great because they

are very inexpensive and just plain fun! Brings me back to a simple time and simple joy! I am really

glad I bought this book! Very happy with it!!!

What a charming book! It is a beautiful book full of wonderful ideas and the illustrations are lovely

with clear easy directions. It also leaves room for you to use your imagination and the possibilities

are endless. So far I have made the peg people but am planning on having the children in my

classroom make them too! What a fun book!

This book has given us HOURS of pleasure. We even made a homeschool art camp around them

and the kids asked for more! You can go as simple as you want or go ornate with beading and trim.

Everything you need to know about making your own little dolls. Instructions, materials list and

places to buy them. Great photo illustrations of dolls to make. This book will inspire and motivate

you to run out and buy everything you need so you can get started making your own little dolls. I

love it.

This is a great book with super easy to follow directions. I have often found that other doll making

books skip steps in the process. But here you get wonderful photos and clear explanations. These



are easy and so much fun to make. You don't have to be especially skilled in order to make them.

So many ideas and sweet patterns to make your very own peg doll folks! If you have a little

imagination, some simple supplies, you can make a village of cute little peg people! Seasonal,

holiday, the list goes on! Patterns are included. Great book!!

I have always loved "little" dolls and still do. A well written book with great everything...directions ,

illustrations, and just great eye candy and inspirations to expand your own ideas once you get

going. But it and enjoy! You will not be sorry on this one! I love it! Great job Margaret!
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